
Places to visit in Warsaw 
Project area: Cultural Heritage and Traditions



 Copernicus Science Centre
Copernicus Science Centre (Polish: Centrum Nauki Kopernik) is a science museum standing on the bank of the Vistula
River in Warsaw, Poland. It contains over 450 interactive exhibits that enable visitors to single-handedly carry out
experiments and discover the laws of science for themselves.
 In 2018, since its opening, it has been visited by over 8 million people.

The opening of CSC took place on 5th of July in 2010.  Through the first weekend, 13 000 of guests  came to Copernicus
Centre  to visit this new attraction in Warsaw.
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Royal Baths Park 
Royal Baths Park (Polish: Park Łazienkowski, Łazienki Królewskie) is the largest park in Warsaw in Poland,
occupying 76 hectares of the city center.
The park-and-palace complex lies in the Downtown district, on Ujazdów Avenue, which is part of the Royal
Route linking the Royal Castle with Wilanów Palace to the south. North of the Royal Baths, on the other side of
Agrykola Street, stands Ujazdów Castle.
The park is visited by tourists from all over Poland and the world, and serves as a venue for music, the arts, and
culture. The park is also home to peacocks and a large number of squirrels.
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University of Warsaw Library Gardens
University of Warsaw Library Gardens (Ogrody BUW) is a charming oasis in the heart of Warsaw, Poland,
covering 2.5 hectares. Next to the University library, these stunning gardens have paths to stroll, colorful
flowers, and peaceful ponds. They host events and are home to birds and squirrels, making them popular for
both locals and visitors looking for relaxation and fun.



Suntago Water Park 
Suntago Water World is the largest water park in Poland, located in Rawa Mazowiecka, near Warsaw. Covering
an area of over 18 hectares, it offers a wide range of attractions for the whole family. Suntago Water World is a
place full of excitement and fun, where you can enjoy pools, slides, relax in spa and sauna zones, and make use
of numerous attractions for children. Its unique architecture and rich infrastructure make it a perfect
destination for family outings, relaxing days with friends, or active leisure after a busy week



Places to visit in Lviv 
Project area: Cultural Heritage and Traditions



House of Scientists
House of Scientists is a monument of Baroque architecture, built in the period 1897–1898 as a casino for nobles,
counts or also known as Gerhard casino. The architects of the building were famous Viennese architects
G.Gelmer and F.Felner, who also designed the Odessa Opera House. The interior of the building exhibit the
sculptural decoration, exquisite wood carvings and alabaster fireplace in the lobby. 



Museum of Ethnography and Crafts
The former Galician Savings Bank now houses the Museum of Ethnography, Arts, and Crafts. One of Lviv's most
famous sculptural creations graces the attic of its facade.
A female figure, surrounded by allegorical sculptures representing industry and agriculture, represents savings.
However, it is frequently likened to the American Statue of Liberty, as the two are quite similar.
The preserved interiors of a bank are mixed with excellent exhibitions of Galician Judaica (Jewish history and
culture), antique clocks, and regional ethnographic curiosities. 
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